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It is 7,789 days since our last lost-time accident.

 Theater Project continued on page 13436

An Education in Safety
General contractor Rudolph and Sletten has had great 

success safely performing construction projects at California 
universities. In the process, it has received recognition from  
Cal/OSHA under the Voluntary Protection Program for Con-
struction — VPP-C. More importantly, though, is its partnership 
with and mentoring of subcontractors, or, as it calls them, trade 
partners. It helps to educate its partners on safety, and this syn-
ergy helps spread the safety culture on its projects and others.

“If we can build an ounce of safety into our trade partners out 
there, they’re going to take that onto another job,” says company 
President Jon Foad. 

Rudolph and Sletten’s latest VPP-C project is the Don Powell 
and Second Stage Theater project at San Diego State University. 
This project, slated for completion in early 2023, has seen six 
trade partners qualify for Cal/OSHA Consultation’s Golden Gate 
program, which recognizes effective Injury and Illness Preven-
tion Programs. One of the subs, Bali Construction, is now setting 
its sights on VPP certification of its own. 

The project team includes Carlos Moreno, Travis Ehman, 
Grant Fernando, John O’Connor, Montserrat Fernandez, Noberto 
Ruvalcaba, Keondre Williams, Mary Thomas, Nestor Coman-
dante, and Paul Leppke. 

The two-phase project includes renovating the Don Powell 
Theatre, a 9,400-square-foot, 490-seat venue within the existing 
dramatic arts building. Phase two is known as the “second-stage” 
theater, an almost 15,000-square-foot, two-story building that 
will house a “black box” theater and sound lab. (A black box 
theater is a simple performance space, typically with black walls 

and a flat floor.)

It is the third CSU project for Rudolph and Sletten to qualify 
for VPP-C and the ninth overall, dating to 2013. 

The crew averages up to 50 employees daily on site (more 
than 400 total), representing more than 100,000 work hours. 
“Rudolph and Sletten and our trade partners have worked 266 
days with zero doctor cases and zero lost-time injuries,” the 
company notes. The company’s three-year averages (2019-2021) 
for total recordable, DART, and X-Mod are 0.55, 0.435, and .90, 
respectively.  

“If we can build an ounce of safety into our 
trade partners out there, they’re going to take 

that onto another job.” 
– John Foad

Aston Ling, Cal/OSHA senior safety engineer and a member 
of the VPP-C team, observes that when he evaluates a worksite, 
“I want to see that what they have written is what is on the site. 
And that’s what happens here.” In his evaluation of the project, 
Ling states, “Just like the buildings they construct, [Rudolph 
and Sletten’s] reputation is built to stand the test of time. R&S’s 
success, they explain, is owed to its diverse and talented personnel 
combined with technical expertise, honest estimates, innovative 
schedules, and ethical business practices.” 

‘Eagle Scouts’ of Safety
Rudolph and Sletten conducts mandatory orientations on the 

first day of the project and each work day begins with reviewing 

The Don Powell Theater renovation project at 
San Diego State.

https://www.cal-osha.com/article/an-education-in-safety/
http://www.cal-osha.com
http://www.cal-osha.com
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Theater Project  
continued from page 13433

A Bit of Boring Safety
The Cal/OSHA Standards Board has approved a Title 8 variance 

for a construction joint venture which eases regulatory requirements 
for gas testing inside tunnel boring operations. The move allows 
Frontier Kemper-Tutor Perini JV to use the latest boring technology 
without having to constantly test with horizontal holes.

The joint venture is constructing the latest extension to Los 
Angeles Metrorail’s Purple Line, taking the system to the Veteran’s 
Affairs Hospital in Westwood. 

The project uses Earth Pressure Balance Tunnel Boring Ma-
chines (EPB-TBM). The giant borers have a rotating cutting wheel 
that excavates the tunnel as the machine moves forward. The soil 
passes through openings in the wheel into an evacuation chamber 
and is pressurized with hydraulic rams to support the ground ahead. 
The material is ultimately conveyed through the EPB-TBM, into 
a “guillotine,” where it is exposed to the open atmosphere. It is at 
that point where any gases would be exposed.

Tunnel Safety Order §8427(b) requires that vertical test holes 
be drilled whenever any such work advances to within 200 feet of 
an area likely to contain dangerous accumulations of water, gas, 
petroleum products, or mud, to determine if there is a hazard. It 
also states, “Where the likelihood of a dangerous accumulation 
does exist, horizontal test holes of sufficient depth shall be drilled 
in advance of such workings to ensure that at least 20 feet of tested 
ground remains beyond the face.” 

The variance relieves the construction firm from having to 
drill the horizontal test holes. But, the variance comes with several 
conditions, including: 

•  The tunneling work will be divided into 1,000-foot sections, 
before which a qualified person shall complete all vertical 
tests to determine hazardous gases or soil contaminants and 
provide a written assessment to the Division of Occupational 
Safety and Health Mining and Tunneling Unit. 

•  A written TBM safety plan will be established based on the 
conditions found in the assessment. The plan will include 
procedures to adjust the speed of the TMB and increase ven-
tilation rates to prevent hazardous conditions. The plan also 
must be provided to the M&T Unit before work proceeds. 

An example of an Earth Pressure Balance Tunnel Boring 
Machine. 

 

The L.A. Metrorail Purple Line is extending to the V.A. 
Hospital in Westwood, the subject of a Cal/OSHA variance for 

boring operations.

•  Employees are not allowed in the cutter-head area, the 
excavation chamber, or machine room until the areas 
have been tested to assure safe entry, and additional 
atmospheric testing is required. All employees must be 
equipped with hydrogen sulfide monitors; each will carry 
an emergency escape respirator.

•  If there is a loss in cutter-head pressure that results in the 
intrusion of liquids, gas, petroleum products, or mud, 
DOSH may require additional protective measures, in-
cluding forward probe holes.

•  Employees must be trained on the TBM safety plan and 
the requirements in case of a cutter-head pressure loss.

Protecting from hazardous tunnel gases is a particular safety 
concern in California, given the 1971 Sylmar Tunnel disaster. Sev-
enteen employees died when a crew triggered an explosion after 
hitting a pocket of methane while digging a tunnel to connect the 
Metropolitan Water District with the State Water Project.

Today’s tunneling methods are inherently safer, but that disas-
ter informs the cautious approach to boring. 

protocols and procedures to keep employees and students safe. 
Evacuation procedures also are reviewed. Delivering supplies 

to the hilly campus is another 
challenge the company faced 
at the Cal State East Bay 
campus, another VPP-C site. 
(Click here for our previous 
coverage.)

“Safety starts at the top, 
but safety ends” with em-
ployees in the field, Foad 
states. He recognized Senior 
Safety Manager Bryan Fink 
for his “tenacity 

Rudolph and Sletten 
President Jon Foad. 

https://www.cal-osha.com/article/a-bit-of-boring-safety/
http://www.cal-osha.com
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+ and dedication” to this goal. He notes that Cal/OSHA 
Consultation has asked the company to mentor other 

general contractors; Fink will mentor several contractors. 

Foad says the safety message can take time to take root. 
On a hospital project in Fremont, he remembers, he received a 
text from a subcontractor who was “blown away” by Rudolph 
and Sletten’s safety protocols, things the contractor said he had 
never been required to do before. The sub called the require-
ments “ludicrous” until he embarked on another job, where he 
found himself “scared every day” because that GC has no safety 
policies or practices. “He was extremely thankful for what we 
put him through and the knowledge we gave him as a company 
to be safe.” Foad adds, “Our goal is not just for our employees 
and our leadership, but for everybody on our projects to go home 
safer than they came to work.” 

“You guys are like the Eagle Scouts of safety. 
You are the ambassadors.” 
– Cal/OSHA Chief Jeff Killip

Foad and his vice president review and evaluate work-re-
lated injuries, illnesses, and near misses with Corporate Safety 
Director Brian Miller. The team develops or revises accident 
prevention strategies and creates new objectives, such as iden-
tifying training needs. 

Cal/OSHA Chief Jeff Killip 
says, “VPP and Consultation are 
important to me,” during a cere-
mony commemorating the San 
Diego State VPP-C certification. 
Addressing the project team, he 
added, “You guys are like the 
Eagle Scouts of Safety, and you 
are the ambassadors.” VPP team 
members say that companies with 
a strong safety commitment make 
Cal/OSHA’s job easier. “This 
is where the synergy is,” Killip 
says. “We can’t do this alone.” 

Bob Schulz, University Campus Architect, and associate 
vice president, also weighed in on project safety. “If I’ve learned 
anything from the pandemic,” says, “there is nothing we do here 
as important as going home at night.” He opines that the notion 
that safety and an efficient workplace conflict is the equine equiv-
alent of b.s. The California State University system, Schulz adds, 
is moving away from the philosophy of hiring “the best, if they 
underbid the worst” and has found that the lower the Experience 
Modification factor (X-Mod), “the better the builder.”

Rudolph and Sletten’s current X-Mod is .51, which is great 
for a general contractor that also self-performs work.

‘One of the Best Things’
Project Superintendent Carlos Moreno, a company veteran, 

who started as a laborer and worked his way up (promoting 
from within is another Rudolph and Sletten value), says he 
at first questioned the decision to make the project a VPP-C 
candidate but concluded, “This is one of the best things I’ve 
ever done.” Moreno adds, “I have been asked why I work 
late every day.” He says he is the last employee to leave the 
site each night so he can ensure each employees leaves the 
site saftey.  

Fink notes that the com-
pany initially embarked on 
its VPP journey because it 
was one of the criteria for a 
construction industry safety 
award. But he subsequently 
discovered that “the important 
part is the partnership we have 
developed with Cal/OSHA.” 
Not to mention the excellent 
idea of spreading the safety 
culture to trade partners, who 
themselves will spread it. 

One of those trade partners is Bali Construction, a general 
engineering contractor specializing in underground utility 
work. Safety Director Robert Rodriguez says his company 
has had other experience with VPP-certified companies. “I 
like the emphasis on safety that people are putting” in the 
program. “A lot of times, safety is after the fact.” Rudolph and 
Sletten’s  emphasis “stands out,” he tells Cal-OSHA Reporter. 
The company is “visibly attentive to safety” and emphasizes 
pre-planning to head off hazards. 

Bijan Bionghi, a general foreman for Bali, adds that 
Rudolph and Sletten “address safety in the forefront,” with 
procedures in place and safety personnel directly involved. 
“Pre-task meetings are task-specific,” he says. Rudolph and 
Sletten has 45 pre-task plans. The company develops job hazard 
analyses as needed for specialized work practices and 

 Safety Manager Bryan Fink.

The Second Stage portion of the theater project. 

Cal/OSHA Chief Jeff Killip.

http://www.cal-osha.com
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A Coin for a Good Catch
Rudolph and Sletten issues “Challenge Coins” to employ-

ees and trade partners to promote greater awareness on job 
sites and who make good safety issue catches. The coins are 
recognition to spur employees to look around their workspace 
for 10 seconds, 10 feet around their area, every 10 minutes. 

The concept has its roots in a serious incident some years 
ago, which could have been avoided had the person involved 
taken time to survey the surroundings.  

At its recent ceremony marking the VPP-C certification 

of the Don Powell Theater 
Project, Rudolph and Slet-
ten’s Oscar Amancio sin-
gled out one trade partner 
whose actions very well 
could have prevented a 
nasty incident.

Bijan Bionghi, general 
foreman for Bali Construc-
tion, which is performing 
underground work on the 
project, was about to start 
a dig where underground 
utilities had been previous-
ly identified – or so it was thought. “Bijan recognized that 
there was a light post about 10 to 15 feet to the left and said, 
‘You know what, I’m going to dig cautiously, because I think 
there may be an electric line that wasn’t identified.’” Sure 
enough, there was a line in the dig area. “Who knows what 
could have happened,” Amancio comments. 

He lauded Bali as an “exceptional team,” and for the 
“exceptional work you’re doing with safety.” Bali Construction Safety Director Robert Rodriguez 

(left) and General Foreman Bihan Bionghi.

The Rudolph and Sletten 
Challenge Coin.  

Trade Partners Earn  
Golden Gate Honors

Six trade partners on the Don Powell Theater Project 
have qualified for Cal/OSHA Consultation’s Golden Gate 
program, which recognizes employers with effective Injury 
and Illness Prevention Programs. The IIPP is the foundation 
for an employer’s safety program. Those qualifying for the 
program through this project include:

•  Dynaelectric, an electrical contractor;

•  Bali Construction, underground utilities (which 
previously qualified for Golden Gate);

•  University Mechanical, HVAC/plumbing;

•  Williams & Sons, concrete work;

•  Nevell Group, interior/exterior ceiling and wall 
systems; and

•  Brand Safway, scaffolding. 

+ conditions. Cal/OSHA notes that Rudolph and Sletten 
places “special emphasis on new employees to help mentor and 
educate them into the safety culture.”

The company also rewards safety performance with “pos-
itive recognition,” but will discipline if necessary. Cal/OSHA 
notes that one subcontractor employee was removed from the 
project for failing to adhere to safety rules. 

“If an when an im-
minent hazard occurs, all 
work in the vicinity of 
the exposure is stopped 
immediately. Work cannot 
resume until the hazard has 
been fully abated.” 

This attention to detail 
resulted in Bionghi making 
a critical observation and 
decision on the project, 
which company officials 
say potentially saved lives. 

Our accompanying sidebar has the details. 

Bali had achieved Golden Gate recognition before starting 
the San Diego State project, where it will be working until 
late 2022. Rodriguez says the company also is giving strong 
consideration to VPP certification of its own. “That’s likely the 
next step for us.” 

Rudolph and Sletten has two more VPP-C projects in 
the works, including a veterans’ skilled nursing facility in 
Yountville and the Performing Arts Building at Cal State San 
Bernardino. VPP-Construction participants are limited to only 
three projects enrolled in the program at any time. 

Superintendent Carlos Moreno.

http://www.cal-osha.com
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